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and 4) scheduling [6]. In wireless network, mobility
management and security protection are very critical and
important issues that must be considered for users and service
provider. Most of the services are done using wireless network.
Mobility management is achieved by implementing Proxy
mobile IPv6 which was developed by Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF) [7].
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Our contribution in this paper are to 1) provide mobility
management, 2) provide security protection for wireless
communication, 3) provide unique methods to deliver and
receive data, and 4) provide new communication protocols
between MN, mega data center, micro data center and 3rd party
mega data center in order to retrieve and send data in short
time, and 5) guarantee Quality of Service (QoS) not only from
user home mega data center but also from 3rd party mega data
centers.

I. INTRODUCTION
Now days Wireless Network Technology is rapidly
developing and adding more capabilities to it [1]. Variety of
smart devices (e.g. smart phones, smart TV, smart tablets, etc)
are able to connect to wireless network to preform diversity of
services (e.g. shopping, receiving and sending multimedia, etc)
[2]. Most of the services are preformed wirelessly outside
user’s resident (e.g. vehicle, airplane, walking, etc) [3]. Most of
these services are accomplished by continuously sending and
receiving small/big size of data to centralized data storage
which might lead to long respond delay, long data delivery
delay, long overhead to the network and limited data storage
because of continuously re-sent data [4].

The rest of this paper is organized as follow; in section II
we explain our system architectures and scenarios. In section
III, we explain possible multimedia delivery scenario and
present our new communication protocols. In section IV, we
present our conclusion and future.
II. PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND
SCENARIO

As a result, close by Micro Data Centers that is
geographically located nearby user location and connected to
Mega Data Center which is capable to process that data is an
efficient approach to overcome above mentioned issues. The
mega data center will act as a storage area for a diversity of
multimedia contents as well as software. Software-led
infrastructure will be the foundation of mega data center where
network function, computer and storage will be provided by
layers of control software running on commodity hardware [5].
Mega data center reduces the cost of IT management, ability to
access limitless amount of internet and internet industrial
internet data [5]. Micro data center is a versatile combination of
software, hardware and cabling that servers as an end-to-end
network hub which is similar to telecommunications network
[6]. Micro data center can act as standalone system that can
run application such as 1) process and monitoring event, 2)
manage and control network, 3) IoT tracing and manage assets,
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A. System Architecture
Fig.1 illustrates our system architecture and system
components. It consists of Proxy Mobile IPv6 domain
component (e.g. MN, MAG, AAA Server, and LMA), Micro
data center, Mega data center, Broker server, MDC location
server and 3rd part Mega data center. Micro data center will act
as a huge cache storage area which also capable of computation
located near user’s location. Mega data center will act as main
storage area. Broker server will act similar to service provider
where it receives requests and provide the service to users (e.g.
Multimedia, data, voice, etc). Micro Data Center Location
Server (MDCLS) will store all micro data center location for
fast retrieval/obtain information about stored data current
location and finally delivery to user locations.
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center. This will allow all these entities to efficiently
communicate with each other’s in order to deliver data
efficiently which will reduce delivery time, efficiently use the
resource and bandwidth, provides quality of service and quality
of experience for users. Multimedia content will be delivered
from 1) Mega data center to micro data center and finally to
user device or from Micro data center to another one and final
to user devices. It is also possible that multimedia content can
be delivered from more than one micro data center. As a result,
we have three possible cases of delivering multimedia content
to user’s devices.
IV. CONCULSION
In this paper, we have proposed multimedia deliver
mechanism framework for smart devices based on mega data
center and micro data center in pmipv6 environment. We
presented possible case for delivering multimedia content or
any other services to smart devices from mega data center,
micro data center, and 3rd party mega data center. The
developed method will overcome the following issues long
hand over, long authentication, long overhead in the network
and long delay for data delivery.

Fig. 1 Our Proposed System Architecture
B. Service Scenario
The user request any services (e.g. video on demon, etc) by
sending request to broker server in cloud computing. The
broker will request it from nearest micro data center. Upon
authentication , the user receive the services from nearby micro
data center. The issues here, is how to create efficient methods
(e.g. new communication protocol, fast authentication
mechanism, fast handover etc) in order to provide a variety of
services. In case the user home service does not have the
requested MIPTV service, the broker will request the service
from nearby 3rd party mega data center which in return will
forward the service to micro data center. The issue here is how
the 3rd party know the location of micro data center to send the
service.
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III. MULTIMEDIA DELIVERY CASES AND
COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS
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